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The spread of the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) has seriously affected all over the world.

In the countries

where WAFCA have conducted activities, like Thailand and Indonesia, families of children with disabilities are
facing hardship with losing their jobs to earn a living. It is even difficult to expect to gain public assistance
from the government. In addition, those children become unable to go to school and to visit special support
centers; that makes their families spend more time in taking care of their children at home to have difficulty in
going to work, and makes it harder for the children to get enough rehabilitation services.

We would like to ask for your generous support of donation in an urgent manner
for the lives of children with disabilities and their families.
By credit card Please visit WAFCAʼs special
web site to proceed your payment.
00000000000
Payment from the salary for DENSOʼs employees
Please let us know your name, employee number and the amount of your donation by e-mail.
Cash transfer



Postal Transfer Account Number 00860-1-76081



Mitsubishi UFJ Bank, Kariya Branch, Savings Account Number 1774869



Mitsui Sumitomo Bank, Kariya Branch, Savings Account Number 6529839

The holder name of these accounts is the same: Wheelchairs & Friendship Center of Asia, Specified Nonprofit Corporation

Iʼm Leonardo,
２．インドネシアの近況

manager of WAFCAI.

In the special capital territory of Jakarta, where the office of WAFCAI is
located, “Large-Scale Social Restrictions (PSBB: Pembatasan Sosial
Berskala Besar)” has been carried out as a measure to prevent COVID-19.
It sets three transitional periods before it will be lifted on 28th June.
The staffs of WAFCAI have been working at home from 10th April.

We

keep preparing for the reopening of our activities little by little with
confirming the policies of the government and DENSO Indonesia (DNIA),
where the office is located.

The most serious hardship we faced during working at home is represented by the cases of our staffsʼ not
60some of our staffs came to run out the mobile data
having a PC and Internet connection. In other cases,
60 phone because they also used them with their PC. We also have other staffs
capacity of their cellular
who had to work at night as having trouble working during the day at home. However, spending more
time with family members brought joy to our staffs.

The activities of WAFCAI have been
restricted since April due to “LargeScale Social Restrictions (PSBB).”
For

example,

we

cannot

directly

provide our services for our wheelchair
clients because we are banned from
moving to other areas.
In April and May, we sought to provide five wheelchairs in North Jakarta District with the
cooperation of North Jakarta military authorities (KODIM: Komand Distrik Militer). We
Also, another wheelchair was

passed wheelchairs to the military authorities at the WAFCAIʼs office, and then the

delivered by kind volunteers to a girl

authorities delivered them to each client.

named Eka Saputri, who lives in
Banyumas district in Central Java
Province.

The start of universities with students back in campuses in
June has brought back the normal life to the people living in
Yunnan province. While the number of people coming to
Kunming Medical University Hospital increases, my
colleagues in the research center or hospital resume their
business trips. Academic lectures regarding the Medicine
also start again. We become able to buy what we need in
our daily lives such as groceries in the market as normal as
before. The people living in Yunnan start eating out, so
food stands at night become crowded.

Iʼm Zhang Jie,
project coordinator in China, and ordinarily work as
a doctor in the field of Oriental Medicine in the Affiliated
Hospital of Kunming Medical University.

The School of Specific Professional Education, which WAFCA
supports by providing scholarships, opened in June, just as all
universities in Yunnan Province. Until the school reopened
as normal, the teachers came there in shifts, and the students
took online classes at home. Being a clinician, I have been
working from Lunar New Year in this January. In addition
to day work, I also work night shifts three times a week.
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